COOKIE POLICY
1. General Info
The website of Kimteks Poliüretan Sanayi ve Ticaret Şirketi (https://kimpur.com/tr/) uses various
cookies. This policy is about the cookies we use on the website, and it aims to explain which cookies
we use during your visit to the website.
The cookies are small text files obtained through the website, which enable the one who placed the
cookie to obtain information about you. The cookies are generally used for purposes such as
functionality, performance, marketing activities, ensuring the websites to work more efficiently,
creating usage reports or recalling the users.
2. The Purpose of Cookies
Kullandığımız Some cookies are mandatory within the scope of the services provided by us. Some
cookies are used only as long as you give your consent. In this context, the cookies we basically use
are as follows:








Mandatory cookies:
o These are mandatory for the use of our website and mostly do not contain personal
data. The use of such cookies does not require your consent.
Cookies to increase functionality:
o These cookies are used to increase the functionality of our website, such as
providing language selection by region. Such cookies are subject to your consent,
depending on their type.
Cookies to increase performance:
o These cookies are to improve our website and make improvements on it. Such
cookies are subject to your consent, depending on their type.
Profiling or targeting cookies:
o With these cookies, your transactions are recorded while you visit our website, and
your behavioral habits are analyzed, in order to carry out personalized advertising
and marketing activities, and to bring the specific contents to you. Such cookies are
subject to your consent.

However, we use the following cookies based on their lifetime. These are classified as:



Fixed Cookies: These cookies are assigned to your device and used during their validity
period.
Temporary or Session Cookies: Such cookies are assigned specifically for each of your visits
and their lifetime ends at the end of your visit. They are deleted when you close your
browser.

We have placed the cookies in our website and we do not use any third party cookies.

The cookies on our website and their scope of use are as follows:
Cookie Name
Cookie Provider
Cookie Control
www.kimpur.com

Language
_ga
_gali
_gat
_gid

www.google.com

……

www.youtube.com

….

…

Usage Type
Functionality (Preference Cookie)

Intended Uses
Processed in order to save your cookie
preferences for our website and to remember
the cookie preferences of the user in the next
logins.
Functionality (Language Selection Processed to remember the language
Cookie)
preferences made by the user.
Performance [(Google)
Google Analytics uses text files stored on your
Universal Analytics Cookies)]
computer that allow it to analyze the way you
use websites. The data received via this cookie
are transferred to a Google server in the USA
and stored there.
Marketing
When you visit these websites, YouTube
receives the information that you have accessed
the relevant sub-websites. YouTube stores your
information as usage profiles and uses them for
advertising and marketing researches and/or for
a customized design to suit your needs.
Mandatory (Security Breach
This is used to notify authorities of a security
Notification Cookie)
breach.

3. Cookie Removal Procedure
Cookies are placed on our system through the browsers you use. The users may delete, block or reapprove any cookies used, stored and processed on our company's website, using methods that vary
based on the browsers. Based on the browser you use to visit our website, you can do the
aforementioned transactions using the links below.
When you cancel your consent to cookies, you may not be able to use some functions of our website
or you may use them less efficiently.






Internet Explorer https://support.microsoft.com/en-GB/kb/278835
Chrome – https://support.google.com/chrome/answer/95647?hl=en-GB
Firefox – https://support.mozilla.org/en-GB/kb/delete-browsing-search-download-historyfirefox
Safari – https://support.apple.com/kb/PH5042?locale=en-GB
Opera – http://www.opera.com/help/tutorials/

If you are using a different browser than the aforementioned, visit your browser's developer page.
You can use the following address to turn off Google Analytics cookies in all browsers:
http://tools.google.com/dlpage/gaoptout.

Kimteks Poliüretan Sanayi ve Ticaret Şirketi, reserves the right to make changes to this statement.
We care about your privacy and therefore update our cookie notice as needed. You can always visit
our website and access its updated version.

